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AN ANALYSIS OF' ERRORS INVOLVED I:U THE
SUB-PROMPT CRITICAL TRANSIENT EXPERn1ENTS
IN SEFOR
L. A Proposed Anallsis of the Sub-Prompt Critical Transient Experiments
in SEFOR
In SEFOR part of the Doppler coefficient measurem.ents wilJ. be carried
out by means of sUbprompt critical excursions induced by astep-like
reactivity insertion. The power transient curve allows a fairly direct
determination of the Doppler coefficient as shown by one of the amhors
in KFK 153. (1) There weretwo approa.chesto the analysis asproposed
in Ref. 1. The sUbject of this paper is to investigate theerrors
introduced into this analysis by the errors in the measurement of relative
and absolute power and by the error in the delayed neutron data. The
investigation of the sensitivity of the error in the Doppler coefficient
to the size of the impressed transient answers the quest ion of optimal
transientsize.
Analysis of' the power transient curves results in thetotal energy
coefficient, which contains both the Doppler coeffieient and the fuel
expansion coefficient. Possible errors coming trom an uncertainty in
the separation of these two coefficients are not discussed here, and
it is assumed. that the Doppler effectdominates the prompt reactivity
feedback.
In the intended subprompt critical transients, the power rises rapidly
to the prompt jump level, denoted here by $0. Following this, two
slolTer processes ,caused by the off-equilibrium value of the flux,
become important. These are (1) the prompt negative energy coefficient,
which tends to decrease the pO~'Ter level, and (2) the increasing delayed
neutron source resulting trom the prompt jump power level.
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Both tendencies may bebrought into near balance such that the fiux
remains c<:>ns'tant for a certain period of time ('\.Q.1 sec) following
the prompt jumpe For such a transient the (Doppler) energy coefficient
(y) is given simply by
(1a)
where r is the average deeay constant of th~ delayed neutron precursors
and ~o the prompt jump povrer level.
Equation (1a) is a special case of the more general1'a'mula wiCh holds
for out of balance excursions:
(1b)
where '1 i8 the time slope of the power after the pranpt jump and t
o
denotes the initial power. The formulas (1a) and (1b) represent the
first type of anaJ.ysis proposed in Ref. 1.
The advantages of this type of analysis are obvious. The relationship
between the Doppler coefficient and the experimentaJ. data is both simple
and direct. However, since, at the most, only the prompt jlimppower level
'0 and the slope '1 are used f'rom the total transient power curve, maximum
advantage is not taken of the data available and inaccuracies and diffi-
culties arise. In particular, the prompt jump power value and the power
slope after the pl'ompt jump may be difficult to determine for out-of-
baJ.ance excursions. (see KFK 153( 1».
This can be improved by turning to the balanced excursion (1a) • However,
aChieving the baJ.ance depends upon having an accurate and fine adjust-
ment in the input reactivity, i.e., the FRED, device in SEFOR.
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Tc reduce these inaccuracies a second type of experimental analysis
'VTas proposed in KFK 153. In this analysis the full power reading is
used and inserted. into the "inverSed" kinetics equation. giving
r ]R(t) = llk(t) - t' + 2$(t )-Q(t)ß<p(t )
where R(t} = Doppler feedback reactivity
Ak(t) = reactivity input (from FRED device in SEFOR)
2 = prompt neutron lifetime
4>(t) = power as a funetion of t
Q(t) = power source of delayed neutrons
ß = delayed neutron fraetion
Equation (2) can be recognized as the familiar form
Considering equation (3), we see that for sub-prompt critical transient
experiments the transient power levels are relatively low and the time
available for analysis may be short. In this case the feedback reactivity
would be only a f'raction of A~red' and the desired quant i ty is the
difference of two large, nearly equal measured quantities. Therefore.
it is to be expected that the error in llßD will be large if a measured
value of A~red is used. In KFK 153(1) th~~ problem was cireumvented by
taking advantage of the fact that the Doppler eoeffieient will be essen-
tially constant over the important time interval. (An examination of
this assumption shows that for the worse case and a 1/Tf Doppler coeffi-
cient, the variation is only a fewpereent in 0.1 see.) An analysis is
proposed in "Thieh Ak.Fred is treated as a parameter, being adjusted until
the Curve of y(t) vs. time is a constant, where the function y(t) is given
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by
R(t)y(t) = -----.......--J: (4)(t)-fo)dt
(4)
and fo is again initial steady state power leve1. This procedure
appears to be advantageous in reducing the errors in the resuJ:ting DO:Pl?ler
coefficient, and the analyses described above have<l>een studied to determine
the nature of the errors involved and the requirements for aChieving minimum
error.
11. Statistical Error Analysis
The problem which has been centered upon here is that of a.ssessing the
importance of the balanced transient and whether or not the errors in the
Doppler coefficient resulting from the proposed analyses will be aminimum
for this transient. Obviously, if equation (1a) is used. the balanced
transient must be achieved. V1hile equations (2) and (4) apply for any
transients • the question of minimizing the error still rema.ins. The
following error analysis deals with this question.
1. Simplification of Doppler Expression for Analysis of Errors
For the sake of this error analysis we introduce the same simplifica.-
tions which were used. in KFK 153 to derive the first method of
analysis formulas (180) and (1b) • These are setting t~(t) = 0
a.nd approximati:::g ~ed.(t) as a.n ideal step. Following these
simplifications ~ equat ions (2) and. (4) may be expanded in a Taylor
series about the prompt jump time. Then y(t) becomes
y(t) 1=~.t
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with
[
1 + I av t v ]
v=1
t
=~ ~(t) f (~(t) - $0) dt
o
Under the given assUln:ptions terms of higher order in t do not a:ppear.
Additional mgher order terms would appear in equation (5) if the
experimental errors had been introduced in equation (4).
The first term of equation (5) is the term which is reduced. to zero
by choosing the a:p:propriate value of ~red tbrough a trial and error
:process. Thus the Dop:pler coefficient is given primarily by the
constant term
r $I !Po
y =--
$0 ~~ ($o-!P
o
)
(6)
which will be used as a ba.sis for the investigation of the propagation
of errors. Note that this procedure reduces equation (5) to equation
(1b). The question of whether or not a more realistic model will
introduce larger errors is investigated in Section II1.
2. Propaga.tion of Errors
In order to analyze equation (6) in terms of statistical errors,
two sources of errors in the SEFOR t.ransient power measurements
were recognized. First there is the error in the calibration of
the initial pO't'Ter level, arid, second, there is an error in the
relative transient po'tler levels. The first error is in reality
systematic with respect to each of the transient experiments,
but in determining the final Doppler energy coefficient measure-
ment it introduces an additional statistical error. This calibration
error Can be expressed wholly in the initial :power level, !Po' so
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setting
end
makes equatid1l (6) became
and the factor F contains only errors in the relative power readings.
The statistical error in the energy coefficient is then
~ =y • (8)
where the first term is the calibration error_ and .the second term.
must be generated from. equation er). This results in
oF =
2
[~] +
1/2
for a single transient experiment, where ot/Jo is the error in the
relative transient pO"Ter measurement. The error in r was evaluated
to be about 4%_ by propagating errors according tothe equation for
At
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't-ihere Sm ~s the fraction of power in fuel isotope m. (\lI1t)m is the
delayed neutron f'raction per fission in groUl) k for isotope m and
A_ is the associated decay constant. The computation of oA/f is
-=k,m
described in Appendix A.
Equation (9) was evaluated for transients starting fram 3 'MJrl to 20 ~f\v
in SEFOR and for Doppler coefficients corresponding to computed
va1ues and approximately 1/2 of the computed va1ues. -In equation (9)
the statistical error in the transient power reading is given by 0$0'
There is an associat ed error, 0$1' in the slope of the transient
power curve. In eva1uating the magnitude of the error in F, a
reasonable va1ue for 0$ /lP can be estimated, since this isdue
o 0
primarily to noise in the instrumentation. The associatederror 0$1'
however, is not so easy to evaluate. so a rather pessimistic relation-
ship betvTeen 6* and 0'''1 was assumed. Consider that the error in $
- 0 y 0
forms an error band 2ö~ wide about the correct values of ~(t) fram
o
t ~ 0 to t = 0.1 sec after the prompt jump. This is graphically
presented in Fig. 1. A pessimistic estimation of the associated
error in the slope would be given if the correct power curve
'\t~(t), had a value of ~(t) - o~o' at t = 0. and ~(t) + ö~o at
t =0.1 sec, where ~(t) is themeasured power curve. Assuming
that the relative error is a linear f'unction of time.
ip(t r (1 ... €( t)l ( 10)
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and
d1/J{t}
== dt (11)
== [1 + + tJ d1/J(t) + ,I.{t) d€(t)
€o EI dt 'I' dt •
Then
(12)
If1/Jo(t) is assumed to be nearly constant from =0 to 0.1 sec,
equation (12) gives
For use in these evaluationS it was possible to take the theoretical
va.lue of .1.
'l'o'
1
1 - 6k
(14)
and to back out the value of 1/Jl from. equation (T) since the value of
y which was used was known.
3. Magnitude cf Errors Vs. Transient Size
The error in F "ioTaS computed from equation (9) and the value of F
fram equation (T) for a variety of transient sizes, 2 initial power
levels, and 2 magnitudes of Doppler coefficients. The initial power
by
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leve1.s considered were 3 and 20 l'li-J, the latter represenmgthe max-
imum SEFOR steady state power level. The two Doppler coeff'icients
correspond to (Tf' ~ ) values of' .004and .0083, 1vohere dk/dTf' is given
l'
,. \
(~~f J
Dop
= -
Constant
Tf
•
Figures 2 through 5 show the values 01' dF/F obtained for these
conditions. These errors characteristically go througha shallow
minimum after dropping sharply f'ram high values at sma1.ler transients
and rise to an aSynlptotic value at prompt c:dticality. Thesteep rise
toward the lower transients is due primarily to the error inthe delayed
neutron parameters (first term 01' equation (9)~)above the point of'
minimum error,· oh does not contribute a significant amount to öF t
nor does the error in tue slope of' the transient pOvler, öWllt based
on the assumptions 01' equation (13). These points can be seen by
substituting the expressions for !PI and 01h :from equations (7) and
(13) into equation (9) and collecting into terms Of'an/w~,
for n = 0 to .co. A good approximation to the curves in Figures 2
through 5 is obtained by dropping all terms of' order n= 3 and
greater, leaving oF as
(16)
Since the value 01' 1JJ 0 increases tmrard co as 6k approaches 1, the
• aJ. ~ üF. . 1asymptotl.C v ue O.L F lS slmp y
il( Compare also equations (32), (33) in KFK 153, vThere the same fact
was discussed for a possible reduction 01' the influence 01' üX.
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~OF ), 61/1F =11ö~.asmp 1/10
The error in tP1contributes only 1/10 of the factor 10 in this equation.
In the term involving 1/I~1 in equation (16) the error in 1/11 enters
into the factor 14, and then only 1/7 of this fa.ctor for the pessimistic
assumptions made concerning the magnitude of 01/11' While 01/11 influences
~2 . . . .•the '1'0 termtoa greater extent, thlS term l.tself does not become
importantUnless thetransient size is below the point of minimum error
in each of Figures 2 tbrough 5. Therefore if the transient size- is held
at 01" above the minimum error transient, the error curves are essentially
independent of -uncertainties due to the simplifying assl.U!\lC.ons made
to estimate the magnitude of 01/11-
From equation (16) it can !Üso be seen that the error contribution
_from the delayed neutron parameters, or, varies with 1/1/1;. Therefore,
increasing the size of the transients decreases this contribution
such that, depending upon themagnitudes of the statistical errors
in the transient power measurement, an even larger uncertainty in
the delayed neutron parameters may not have a large effect on the
accuracy of the Doppler coefficient.
4. I~inimum Error Transient
The minimum error transient may be determined from equation (16).
Minimizing oF2 gives
(18)
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vThere
and
The magnitude of (oF/F)min can then be computed by substituting (18)
into (16) and (7). Values of l/J • arid (oF/F) . have been computed
o~m~n m~n
for the cases represented in Figures 2 through 5. These results
are giyen in Table I along with asymptotic errors (6F/F) asmp'
TABLE I
Minimum Error Transients
Case Initial
Power (rlH)
1
2
3
4
3
3
20
20
.004
.0083
.004
.0083
.03 77 .055 .095
.01 199 .027 ,032
.03 42 .061 .095
.01 101 .028 .032
.003 775 .._-- .009
.03 29 .067 .095
.01 65 .028 .032
.003 474 .009
.03 19 .076 .095
.01 37 .029 .032
.003 238 .009
A comparison of' the values given in Table I with the curves in Figures
2 through 5 ShOvT quite good agreement, both with respect to 1P, •O~1IlJ.n
and (oF/F) .•
m~n
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The values 01' 1/1 nu' in Table I have been plotted in Figure 6. These0, n
curves def'ine a minimum error transient for the SEFOR sub-prompt
critical transient 'experiments for the given conditions of' the initial
reactor power level, expected magnitudes 01' the Doppler coef'f'icient
and statistical error in the transient power reading. As long as the
transients are above this minimum. size, the error in the Doppler co-
ef'f'icient should not be greater than the values given in Fig. 7.
5. Minimum. Permissible Transients
In cases vThere the error in the transient power measurement is small,
( <.01 ), the error in 'f dominates to high values of 8k. As seen !rom
Figures 2 through 5, the minimum. is then very broad and taking the
curves in Fig. 6, vThich are generated f'or the minimum error transi ent ,
as the lowest permitted transient imposes unnecessary restrietions on
the experiments. It is better therefore to define a minimum transient
size on the steep slope to the lef't 01' the minimum error transient
and approximate it trom
Then
(20)
gives a minimum limit to the transient size f'or a given statistical
error in the transient pOvTer measurement.
As an example, suppose that oF/F = .05 is the maximum allO'Vlable error
in F. Then f'or the cases 01' Figures 2, 3 and 4, the values 01'
1/Io,limit are those given in Table I1. The corresponding errors in
F are given also.. These results show that
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TABLE II
Minimum Permissible Transients and Associated Errors
Case
1
2
3
öF/F
Initial dk
tPo,limit
otPo
.03 .01 .003POlTer TfCiT ......... =f tPo
3 .004 53.2 .053 .05 .05
3 .0083 25.6 .069 .052 .05
20 .004 15.4 .10 .058 .05
theapproximate expressions (19) and (20) apply much better "(.]hen
ötPo/ tPo is small.
III. Errors in Inversion-Type Analysis in "Paper-Experiments".
The analysisdescribed above "Tas based entirely on the constant term
of equation (5). The first term can be adjusted to zero by varying
the value of A~red. But it lTas assumed that higher order term,s vanish
or are· at least unimportant for the error of this analysis. If one
introduces a statistical error into the transient power measurement it might
be possible that these terms will sUbstantially2) add to the expected errors
generated above for the constant term only. Hore important. they could
malte the error in the Doppler energy coefficient more sensitive to the
transient size and thus require fine adjustment of FRED. Because these
terms are rather complicated functions of tP
o
' y, <Pot rand the higher
derivatives of tPo ' it was not practical to attempt a statistical ~rror
computation of thema A technique of using paper experiments with appropriate
errors introluced into the transient pol-rer curves was adopted instead.
This technique has the additional advantage of including the effects of
the R.Ht) term, which was ignored in the above analysis.
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1. Procedure for Paper Experiments
The procedure used for these paper experiments is the following:
( 1) The curve of SEFOR power vs. time is computed for a
giyen set of reactor conditions using a point kinetics
code.
(2) The resulting power curve is modified to represent an
experimentaJ. curve including a$!lecific type of error.
(3) Themodified power curve is anEl.lyzed, using the inverse
kinetics equation, to determine the value of the Doppler
coefficient.
(4) The resulting Doppler coefficient is compared 't-Tith the'-
"correctft value which was used in step 1 in determining the
transient curve in order to determine the amount oferror
resulting from the mOdification in ste]? 2.
(5) Steps 1 through 4 are repeated for various modifications
and reactor conditions.
The procedure outlined above is not useful for computing the absolute
magnitudes of the statistical errors because a truly statistical error
cannot be expressed in the form of specific modifications to the power
curve. It is useI'ul, however, as a supplement to the analysis of
the constant term discussed in Section II since it must include, by
its nature, errors which have possibly been excluded in.the previous
treatment d~to simpliI'ying assumptions. II' these paper experiments
show that for a variety of modifi~cations to the pO"Ter the error in
the Doppler coefficient is no more sensitive to the transient size
than it was for the constant term error, the effects of time terms
can be assumed to be smail.
2. Results of Paper Experiments
The unmodified po,-rer curves were computed fram the kinetics equations
assuming a step in reactivity of less than 1 dollar. Beven delayed
neutron groups were used, with the normaJ. sixth groups for U-238
and Pu-239 separated because of a substantial difference in the decay
constants. The data of Keepin(3) were adapted to the seven groups.
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Uod.ifi~ations to the pmier curve took the form
Two separate modifications have been tested. These are
Modification 1 <Pmod(t) =<punmod{t) ["03]
J'.1odification 2 <Pmod{t) = <l>unmod(t) [ 1.03-0.6t 1+.3(mr)
The anälysis in ster> 3 of the procedure is in the form. of a trial
and error approach, using different values of lI~red.The objective
is to find the value of lI~ed 't-Thich makes a plot of the fUnction
y(t), constant with time, i.e., the Doppler coefficient y. Fig. 8
ShO't--iS such, a plot for a transient starting from 3 U't-l, a 1I~ ed
dk • r
value of 0.9852 dollars, assuming Tf dT = .004, and an error
in the power curve given by mOdific,atio~ 1, ahove. F'rom Fig. 8
it can be seen that using a value of about 0.9855 for Ä~red in the
kinetics equation gives a relatively constant value cf 2.595 x 10-3
for y. The transient used. in Fig. 8 had a lIlr
ned value of 0.9852,
so modification of the power caused a 0.03 cent change in the value
of t.k 't.rhich makes the first term of equation (5) go to zero. Since
the correct value of y is 2.57 x 10-3 the modification for this tran-
sient caused a 1 percent error in the Doppler coefficient.
Curves similar to Fig. 8 were generated for other slzed transients
and the correspondig errors in y evaluated. Fig. 9 shows the re-
sulting errors plotted as a function of the transient size. Curves
3 and 4, generated with the paper experiment, are for the two modi-
fications to the transient power and neither contains any error in
A. The t'tfO curves (1 and 2) from the constant term analysis are
ror otP/*o values of 3 and 0.3 percent. Since the modifications
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made in the paper experiments '\oTere only samples out of a statis-
ticaJ. assembly of errors in the power measurement, ö1/I /1/1 , the
o 0
magnitudes of the curves from the paper experiments cannot be compared
with the magnitudes of the curves representirg the average statistical
error. However, comparisons of the shapes of the 4 curves csn reveaJ.
similarities and differences and provide an indication of the sensiti-
vity of the errors in y to transient size.
First, since the paper experiments do not consider an error in f,
curves 1 and 2 of Fig.. 9 rise more quickJ.y for 1/1 0 values below 50..
Second, mOdification 2 approximates the assumptions made in the anal-
ysis of the constant term for o1JJ /1/1 = 3% withregard to the relation-
o 0
ship of 0$, to öWo• From Fig.. 1 it can be seen that the indicated
error in the measured curve nearly corresponds to modification 2.
Therefore it is to be expected ,that the shapes of curves 1 and 4 of
Fig. 9 will agree well where the error in $1 dominates. From equation 5
it can be shown that Ö"'l dominates the w~2 term and thus curves 1 and 4
should be more similar at low values of 1/1
0
"
On the other hand, modification 1, which produces curve 3, has very
little error in 1JJl' so it tends to be flatter at low' values of 1/10 •
In addition, since curves 3 and 4 do not appear to turn up at
1/1 ~ 80 as curve 1 does, the modifidations to the transient power
o
curves in the paper experiments must be more representative of a .003
to .01 statistical error in 1/1.. VTith these observations in mind,
o
it may be concluded that the shapes of the curves of oy/y vs .. transient
size obtained trom the paper experiments are not unlike those obtained
from the error analysis of the constant term, only. Fig. 8 likewise
shows, for a specific case, that the higher order terms in equation (5)
do not have a large influence on the constant value of y(t} ..
3. Conclusions about the Error as a Function of the Transient Size
From the above analyses it may be concluded that equation (18) can
be used to determine the best transient size to obtain the minimum
error in the Doppler energy coefficient.. The error then will be
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less than th.e asym.:ptotic error, giyen by equat ions (17) and (8),
providing the transient is larger thanthat given by equation (18).
For cases where the statistical error in the relative transient power
measurement is of' the order of' 1 percent , equation (18) may impose
unnecessary restrictions on the transient size. In these cases
equation (20) provides a more practical lower limit cf' the transient
size.
IV. Conclusions
An investigation of' the error in the energy (Doppler) coef"f'icient
(y. ~}I\1\Il-sec) resulting f"rom an analysisof' subprompt critical transients
revealed three basic types of errors. These are the following:
(1) Error in the overall pOvTer calibration diP/iP
o
;
(2) Errors in the delayed neutron data appearing essentia1ly in the
f'orms of ß (equal to 1 ~) and r, the average decay constant;
and
(3) Et-ror in the relative power measurement, $.
Errors in the power calibration and in ß aff'ect the accuracy of the absolute
energy coefficient through the determination of' the unit of' coefficient,
1 ~/!~l-sec. They af'fect the accuracy of' all powermeasurements by an equal
amount, thereby having no ef'fect on relative measurements, such as the
measurement of temperature dependence of' the Doppler ef'fect, or relative
p01-Ter curves. Only the error in power calibration contributes a small
amount to the error in the absolute Doppler energy coef'ficient.
The average statistical error in ~ wa.s computed to be a.bout 4 %, depending
slightlyupon the assumption made concerning the degree of correlation
between the partial errors from dif'fereIt fissionable isotopes. The error
in y introduced by r increases strongly 't-Tith decreasing transient size,
thereby determining a "minimum" transientsize, Lik . • Above thisIlll.n
"minimum" transient the error in y is relatively insensitive to the
transient size and is dominated by the error in the relative power measure-
menta For a single measurement of the transient power curve, ljI, the
error in y is given approximately by
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i.e. three times the error of the relative power measurement. The
"minimum" transient size can be calculated by defining the maximum
permitted error in y, (2.l) , and computingymax
lik
min(~) = 1 --
usingan estimated value of y and providing that the desired oy/y is not
less than 3 -1' ( an important consideration when the error in the rels.-
tive pO't-rer measurement is large).
The adjustment of the reactivity 'tforth of FRED should be such that it is
l'ossible to place its vTOrth within a specified portion of the range
betvTeen ök. and 1~. Taking a set of SEFOR conditions which give a
mJ.n
high value of 6.k • ; that iSt y is assumed to be low at 2.5 x 10-3 rt>lJ/JYJ1-sec
. mJ.n
and lP
o
is 10v7 at 3 J',m; and using realistic values of ör = 0.o4xO.9=0.024 sec-1,
and oy/y to be 3 ~ with ö1/J/1P = 0.03, .&k. is 0.97. This "upper limit"
'I' mJ.n
of Ak
min still provides a 3c range for the worth of the FRED device, and
a. precision in the \-rorth of FRED on the order of slightly less than 10
a.ppea.rs to be all that is required.
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APPENDIX A. Statistical Error in the Average Delayed ~Jeutron Precursor
Decay Constant, OA.
Theerror in the delayed neutron precursor decay constant, Ort enters
directly into the error analysis of the constant terms in Section II.
Since the po"\oTer in SEFOR is not a11 ]?roduced by one fuel isotope and
since the delayed neutron parameters are not the same for a.ll mel isotopes,
A is best detemined by ta.l-r.ing
3 6
X \) S X ß· A.
ml;;.1 m m i=1 ~,m ~~mA = ..
3 6
1 \) S 1 ßi,mm~1 m m i=1
3 6 (A1)
X S 1b. A.
m=1 m i=1 ~,m ~,m
=
3 6
1 S 1b.
m=1 m i=1 ~,m
where Sm =fraction of power in·isotopem
v = number of neutrons per fission in isotope m
m
and b. = \) ß. :::: number of delayed neutrons per fission in grOU]? i
~Im m ~,m
trom isotope m.
For the most part, at least, r "\o1i11 be evaluatedby equation (A1) using
the independent quantities S , b. , and A. , which were taken trom
m ~,m . ~;m
measurements which are not directly related to the transient experiments.
Thus i t is meaningful to compute the error inA by i tself 10 In the first
case we will assume that the errors in these quantities are completely
uncorrelated. This results in
1/2
OA
[ 3 6 .]2L S L b.m=l m i=l ~,m ..
(A2)
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where the errors in S are eonsidered to be systematie and thus not ineluded
m
in iihe "atatistical" formula. (A2).
Equations (A1) and (A2) were used to eompute the values of)' and ö"A/f
presented under ease 1 in Table A1. It ean be seen that the statistieal
error in r is small. less than 4 pereent. and this error should not
present a problem in the analysis of either the subprompt eritieal
experiments themselves or the error analysis under seetion II.
Values of the total delayed neutron fraetion. ß. and its fraetionaJ. error
are also presented in Table A1. These are given by
and
3
6 6 i: S b.
m=1 m 1..mß =
.L ß· = i:1.=1 1. i=1 3
i: Sm v
m=1 m
(A3)
respeetively_
<Sß == öß~ ==
1.
3
r
m=1 ls . o.b.. 2m 1.,m3i: S vm=1 m m (A4)
Case 1 eonsiders the b. and A. values to be totally independent and,1.m 1.,m
theref'ore. uncorrelated in the errors, There is cause to believe. however.
that there is some de'Pendence in the value of)'. and their errors may
. .. - 1.,m
not be totally uncorrelated. This belief is based in the fa.ct that each
of the delayed neutron groups is representative of' a pseudo-fission
product '''hieh ma.y be composed of the de1ayed neutron eontr:tbutions from
a single er number of' real fission product isotopes. Because the
combination of isotopes for a given pseudo-fission produet is not the
same for fissions from different :f'uel isotopes, the composite decay constants
do not agree exa.ctly between fuel isotopes, However. on the isotopic fission
product level. the value of ). would, indeed, be the same for all tuel isotopes
a.nd the corresponding errors would be fully correlated. In order to assess
-A3'"
TABLE AI
Average Delayed. Neutron Parameters and their StatistieaJ. EtTor
ease ß ~ß i" 1 oAß (sec- ) r
1. Fully uncorrelated errors .00355 .0231 .570 .0360
for SEFOR tuel
2. Correlated errors in A. .00355 .0237 .570 .0431J..m
values between materials
for SEFOR fuel
3. Individual tuel isotopes
U 238 .01526 .0334 .785 .0441
Pu 239 .00215 .0339 .389 .0612
Pu 240 .00293 .0651 .447 .1103
4. Error with mOditication
of power partition
+ 10 %U 238 fissions .00369 .0236 .581 .0359
-
10 %U 238 fissions .00341 .0238 .558 .0362
5, Seven group set .00355 ,0237 .549 .0410
- A4-
the effect of such a correlation, the errers in A. were assumed t;) be1,m _
correlated for case 2, Table A1. In this case the value of A is again
given by equation(A2), but the errors in r. must be i.::2';~3pendent of':f'uelJ.
isotope. Thus ör is now given by
6 3 2 3 2 6 ( )2 2r o~ I s. b. + I S I Ä. -r. öb.ör = l..i;..=_1__1~m...=__1_m__J...,_m~_ ....m;,;;,=_1__...m.........i...=...1..--...1_,m_..,;,.. J....,m_
ri S ~ b. ]2
lm=1 m i=1 1,m
1/2
(A5)
-were oAi is the average error over tuel isotopes, obtained f'rom
S b.
m 1,m
3t S b. oA.
_ m""'...=,.;,,1_m__1_,_m__1_,m_
eSA.= -
J. 3
~
m=1
(A6)
increases the fractional error in
enough to beof concern in near
Since correlation cf the errors
of ß and 0ß, they are thesame as in
From Table AI it can be seen that this
r to well over 4 percent , but still not
prompt critical transient experim~
in A. does not affect the valuesJ.,m
case 1.
In Qrder to understand the reasons for obtaining such low values cf
or/A, similar computations were performed for the individual fuel isotopes.
These results are shovm in case 3 of Tabe! AI. It is seen that each of
the individual fuel isotopes has a larger error in r than that obtained
for ease 1 with the power combination in SEFOR.
The fact that the error of the combined r is smaller than the individual
error of its components shows that a subdivision of an error into components
allows for compensation in the combined error. The degree of compensation
depends on the detailed values of the ~-i t S and on the power partition.
Fortunately the compensation effect is fairly large for the power
partition realized in SEFOR as discussed in the following paragraph.
- A5 -
The U-238 has a much higheryield than Pu-239 of delayed neutron precursors
in the groups with large values of).. (groups 5 end 6). These are thel.m
groups which contribute the most to the average dec'a;y constant ).. Consequently~
U-238 groups 5 end 6 each contribute about 25 percent of the total value
of r while Pu-239 groups 5 and 6 contribute a total of 23 percent in spite
of the fact that U-238 produces only 0.13 as many fissions (see equation
(A1). In computing the error in r hO'VTever, the contribution from each fuel
isotope is weighted by S: (equation (A2», so the contribution of U-238 relative
to the contribution of Pu-239 is reduced from 0.13 to about .017. In Table
AI we see that the f'ractional error in U-238 and Pu-239 are -'0447 and .0612,
respectively. Because the value of Ifor Pu-239 is so much smaller than
that for U-238. conversion of these fractional errors to absolute errors
reverses the order and the U-238 öI value becomes .0352 vThile that for Pu-239
is only .0238. The quentity öI is that 'tV'hich is used in equation (A2).
Thus we see that U-238 has relatively high values of both A and ör by
comparison with Pu-239. Sinee the weighting of U-238 relative to Pu-239
is higher vThen computing the mixed value of r than 't'1hen computing OA, the
value of I tends tO'tvard the higher values of U-238 while the value of ör
tends tcnV'ard. the lower Pu-239 values. This results in a value of aAlf for
the mixture which is remarkably lower then that of any indiv:i.dual isotqpe.
In Cases 1 and 2 of Table AI the isotopic power partition S , was held con-
m
stam and did not enter into the error analysis. This p'ower partition
can be obtained in SEFOR trom static fission foil measurements. There would
be a non-negligible experimental error involved in these measurements, and
at first consideration, since U-238 contributes so mueh to the value of
A, one might suspect that the error in I is very sensitive to the error
in power partition. To measure this sensitivity, the quentity· oA/I 'flaS
recomputed according to equation (A2) but with the fraction of power in
U-238 first increased by 10 pereent and then decreased by 10 pereent, in
each case modifying the S value of Pu-239 to take up the aifference.
m
Case 4 of Table AI shows the results, As one would expect, the higher
yields for U-238 cause a direct correlation bettfeen the values of ß and A
end the U-238 fraction of fissions. A 10 percent increase in Sm of U-238
causes a 4 percent increase in ß a~d a 2 percent increase in I.
- A6 -
The fractional errors in ß and I" due to delayed neutron parameters are
essentially insensitive to changes in the fission partition of about 1%
and remain at about 2.4 and 3.6 percent, respectively. From these
results it appears that the average delayed neutron parameters and their
errors are not greatly affected. by errors in the fission l'artitions used.
However, in order toobtain a more realistic evaluation it is necessary
to relate the 10 percent variation in S for U-238 that was used in the
m
above results tothe actual expected error in these partitions.
Steady state foil measurements should give ratios of fission rates in the
fuel isotopes to considerably better accuracy than 10 percent • Thus we
see that the ratios
SU_238
= ...................-
SPu-239
""= .130
R _ SPu_240 =
Pu-240 - S
Pu-239
.0137
will have errors less than .013 and .0014, respectively. In the case of
U-238 this corresponds to an error in S of less than 0.0113, which is
m
nearly the same as the value (.0114) by which the t'tvo cases under number 4
in Table AI were modified. Therefore, it may beconcluded thatthe
statistical errors in the fission partitions contribute much less to the
errors in r than to the errors in the delayed neutron parameters, and one
i6 justified in omitting these errors, as is done in Cases 1 and 2 of
Table AIii•
H The same conclusion can be arrived at more directly by expanding equation
(A2) to include terms due to the statistical errors in the S values.
Applying this expanded equation to Case 1 of Table AI gives m
_ [ 2 2] 1/2
OA = .000421 + .75 (öRu-23s) + .0919 (ORpu_240)
for the statistical error in I". If then, ö~ 8 and eR,.,., 40 are given
10 percent statistical errors, öI" increases onft from O.Ö~Ö~ without any
errors in RU_238 and ~-240' to 0.0234 with the 10 percent errors.
- A7 .,;
The error analysis of' r would be improved if' more delayed groups were used.
The extreme case would be, of' course, one group f'or each isotopic precursor,
in wich case the errors in;l.. 'tvould be f'ully correlated with respect toJ.,m
material. Unfortunately, delayed neutron measurements do not permit such
a distinction, and such a !arge number of' groul's would be unYTieldy in the ki-
netics equations, anyway, It is sometimes desirable, as in the paperexpe-
riments perf'ormed f'or this study, to reduce the total number of' ef'fective groups
used in the kinetics equations to around 6 or 7, instead of the 18 groups
indicated by equation (A1).
A basic 7 group set f'or the three tUel isotopes of U-238, Pu-239 and Pu-240
was generated f'or the paper experiments in Section 111 of' this study. In
the first 5 groups there is quite good agJ'eement between the ~i~m values
for U..?3ß end Pu-239. Thus in these groups the Ai,m values of'Pu-239 '\-Tere
chose~., 80S well a.s th~ OA. values.!n the sixth group the values ofJ.,m' ,
Ai,m f'or the different f'uel isotopes dQ not agree well. Thus groul' 6 was
taken to be Pu-239 only, with the values of A. and OA. taken fromJ.,m J.,m
Pu-239. Group 7 includes only U-238 amd Pu-240 and has the A. andJ. ,m
OA. values of U-238. For the seven groul' set- the values of b. mustJ.,m J.,m
be modified. a little. ~Iorm.al values apply to the first 5 groul's, but for
U-238 and Pu-240 in groul' 6 and for Pu-239 in groul' 7, the values must
be zero. Since the L t s are not dependent upon the tUel isotope,J.,m
equation (A5) (for 7 groups) must be used for or, but with OAi taking the
assigned value. The average decay constant, itself, is given by
I L f S b.
. 1 J. 1 m J.,mr = ..J._= m=..- ...... _ (A7)
3 7
1: S 1: b.
m=1 m i=l l.,m
Equations (A3) and (A4) again apply for ß and öß.
From Table AI it can be seen that the 7 group set (Case 5) results in a
slightly lower value of rand somewhat higher value of OA/r:, l'rimarily due
to the fact that the A. values are independent of' f'uel isotope and the
J.,111 •
errors fully correlated. Again the error in r is small enough to be of little
concern , and the seven group set of' delayed neutrons canbe considered to be
quite accurate for the paper experiment study of' Section 111.
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